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reach that plateau of rear.aament on which real security is foundb
we will be able to broaden out our efforts to embrace all of the
objectives incorporated in the North Atlantic Treaty o

You will see fro.~i all this that the horth Atlantic Treaty
has become the main base of Canadian foreign policy . This does
net mean that we have lost interest in the United 14ations . The
very fact that the foreign minister of Canada is now President of
the General Assembly is indicative of our great interest in that
organization . The horth Atlantic Treaty is not in conflict with
the United Nations Charter . Article 51 of the Charter recognizes
the right of a country to take collective measures in self-defence
if satisfactory arrangements cannot be secured through the machinery
of the United Nationso The North Atlantic Treaty is nothing less
than the exercise of this right to collective self-defence in the
face of a very real threat of aggression . It was an effort to per-
mit the aims of an Francisco to be realized by demonstrating to a
potential aggressor that any attempt to take advantage of the power
vacuum in Europe would be resisted by a group of nations acting
collectively o

Because we have had to resort to another instrument to ob-
tain real security, we should not fall into the easy habit of
thinking of the United i ations as a useless burden and an exercise
Of Siit3:-1 c,àli(,1 2O 'y)Li~ünl.lü _ 'i'Lie orL;aiiizati .7n rei;lairis of very , reclt l.~ii-por 6a:ice o It represents the only forum where East and " ;`est can meet
It is also the only forum of universal international co-operation
and if we were to try to recreate it today we would not be able to
do soa We must therefore resist the temptation to throw away the
eood because we canrot have the best, We must rese._iber that therobler.: of the United ~,.d tiorls is not the va ,s or ari - other of its
co.uyD lex rulcs regulations, It is the lack of a desire for peace
on a basis of freedom that divides us from the East and prevents the
co-operative accomplishment of our aimso In this situation we had
no alternative but to rely on joint efforts with our fellow members
of NATO vyhereinE happily for Canada, those who influence most of
our international relations are co-operating with the others to
build up u position of security t-,ithout which ourcause is lost .

Three main cleavages have become apparent in the United
Na tionso There is first of all that f unda mental cleavage between
East and West to which I have already referredo It has been the
lack of co-operation on the part of the Soviet Union that is
chiefly responsible for the failure of the United Yations to fulfil
the high hopes that were held of it at the time the Charter was
signedo The second cleavage is that between developed and underm
developed countriesF or rather between the "haves" and the "have-
nots'to The third cleavage is that between the anti-colonial
countries and those with dependent terri tories -, In each of these
tjïrGe. cZ"-v'uvé:~f,'s he lfne-up of is Uif f ere :it- but wilei'ea s
in the cleavage between East and West the Soviet Union and its
satellites are ver y much in the minority, they are usually able to
align themselves with the majority when issues relating to the
other two cleavages come before the General Assemblyo This is be-
cause the principle of the sovereign equality of all members is
respected as one of the basic provisions of the Charter,, This
principle, however, i .dplies a responsibility on all members, par-
ticularly so long as the fundamentUl cleavage between East and viest
continues, Those states which have not got responsibility for the
exercise of power should always bear in mind that some of their
aspirations cannot be realized swing to the fact that we lack the
peaceful co-operation of a bloc of states led by the Soviet Uniono
The principal obstacle to the kind of life these countries would
like to lead is the threat from Eastern Europe - a threat to them
no less than to any one of us, The danger of unconsciously second-
ing the efforts of the Soviet Union to bring about disunity in the


